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At Seegman we are used to working at the pace of transactions with a diversity of parties and jurisdictions, providing 
support to our clients and their advisors, representing them both internally (board of directors and shareholders' meeting), 
as well as in the execution of commercial operations in which you need proxy representation.

• FIDUCIARY SERVICES

We hold positions on the board of directors of commercial companies, acting as directors, board members or secretaries.

Proxy holders: We represent our clients' interests, following instructions and contributing with our vision and local knowledge, 
in shareholders' meetings or committees of which our clients are members.

• PROXIES

We prepare powers of attorney and act as proxies on behalf of clients in different transactions:

Representation for notary actions:

Notarization of decisions of the corporate bodies.

Closing of transactions, signing and execution of instructions from the client and his legal advisors.

Purchase and sale of companies: Formalisation of the purchase of company shares or shares representing the share 
capital, as well as related documents.

Purchase and sale of assets: Formalization of the purchase of real estate, movable property or the creation of guarantees 
or rights over them.

Execution of transactions.

Representation before public and private entities:

General transactions of any type over assets/liabilities, as well as payment of any amounts.

Proceedings before public authorities, whether national, regional or local: Represent the Grantor before any public 
registries and competent public administrations, tax or of any other nature, whether national, regional, provincial or local.

Tax representation before the Tax Office.

Representation before banking entities.

Our client's profile is mainly international, so we understand the value of having proxies or trusted representatives who can 
execute instructions through powers of attorney and make the necessary reporting in coordination with your local advisors. 
Among our services we can highlight:


